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performance notes 
    
 
ID explores structural and workflow concepts of the digital audio 
workspace, and their recontextualisation within an acoustic setting. 
Ensemble players work with four intricate and slowly evolving loops. 
 
Each singular loop is constructed from four micro-loops–digitally precise 
repetitions of a three quaver phrase. A suggested tempo for the work is 
quaver beat equal to 100 beats per minute.  
 
The set of four loops is referred to as a cycle, which continues repeating 
until the end of the work.  
 
Each of the instrumentalists’ cycles are notated in pitch and rhythm, while 
a text score indicates timbral changes which underpin the structural 
development of the piece (A, B, C). 

suggested sounds 
 
 

Each micro-loop has a timbral descriptor (bright, medium, dark). Players 
create a bank of textured sounds that adhere to the timbral descriptors of 
each micro-loop.  
 
wind & brass  
• suggested sounds include variations in air tones, key/valve clicks, 

squeaks and fluttering textures. 
 
strings 
• suggested sounds include variations in bow technique (speed, 

strength, position), muted strings, harmonics, pizzicato. 
 
voice 
• follow pitch and rhythmic phrases of the ensemble in [B] and [C].  
• suggested sounds include grunts (dark), air tones (bright), saliva tones 

(bright/medium),  moaning (dark) and deep breathing (medium). 
Words should be avoided.  

 
percussion 
• a set-up of objects, mallets and sticks is suggested.  
• notated rhythmic phrases can be explored with subtle alterations to 

dynamic and timbre.  
• suggested sustained sounds include rubbing objects together, floor 

tom skin (dark) snare skin (bright). 
 



score 

 
 [A]  

 
Over ~5 cycles, rhythmic groove 
emerges from near-silence. 
 
All sounds in section [A] should be 
textured, staccato, and un-pitched.  
 
For the first cycle, choose a single note 
from each micro-loop to accent, while 
omitting other notes from the micro-loop. 
Omitted notes are to emerge gradually 
from a barely audible level. The player 
should embellish/adapt notated rhythms 
to mimic a lilting, ‘un-quantised’ groove. 
 
Dynamics are negotiated as an ensemble 
but there is a general increase in volume 
in section [A], growing from near-
silence.  

 
 [C]  

 
Over ~3 cycles, note durations gradually 
extend, bleeding individual notes 
together to create a drone. 
 
Sounds gradually morph from pitched 
ostinato to a sustained pitched drone. The 
energy decreases as the rhythmic pulse 
disintegrates, and players should focus 
their attention towards creating a 
balanced ensemble texture.  
 
Dynamics are negotiated as an ensemble 
but there is a general decrease in volume 
in section [C]. 

 
 [B]  

 
Over ~3 cycles, all sounds transition into 
the notated pitches and rhythms.  
 
Sounds gradually morph from textured 
rhythms to a pitched ostinato. 
 
All sounds should gradually shift and 
lock into the notated rhythm. 
 
Dynamics are negotiated as an ensemble, 
but there is a general increase in volume 
in section [B]. 



 

 
 


